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Co-Founder of Basta Films, Cineforum, Greenhouse
Prod, Azentropic and founder of The Screen Actors
Guild Kino International Art & Culture Laboratory.
Producer of Federico Fellini’s LADRIN’S DAUGHTERS, a
worldwide hit Cannes Film Festival film for which he
received critical acclaim and Academy Award for best
adapted screenplay and Cio D'alessio, Una fantastica
notte, a Close Up Award. Producer of GEORGE
KATZONIS’s ENGLAND, winner of best foreign drama at
the San Sebastian International Festival 2015.
Productions for DGA winner David Stamboulis (The
Strongest Man in the World / Greece, Palme d’Or at
Cannes 2017) as well as for TWINPEAKS (Out of
competition) and SERGI KOLEU (Special Mention).
Executive producer for the first Italian release of the
live action Robin Hood (Hood of Honour, CPH: PIX, IDFA
2016), for the 100th edition of Pirelli Tribute to Fellini
(L'estate del 90) and for new productions by Greta
Scacchi, Alessandro Torno and Enrico Sabbatini. Since
2016 she is Co-Chair of the Cinéparliament to promote
ciné-health and conservation of world’s cultural
heritage. She is member of the Academy of Turin,
AIDA and of The Centro per la Proiezione nel Cinema
on the island of Capri, Italy. From 2005 to 2009 Zehar
made films for the BBC in the UK, using an innovative
development program that brought her to the
attention of Hollywood studios and resulted in awards
at the most important festivals. Her most important
program was Britain s Missing Top Artists, a project
devised by the BBC with the aim of developing talent
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for the screen. She also made a documentary The
Streets for the BBC and a dramatisation for young
people Orphan Black. In her native Romania she wrote
and directed more than ten short films, three of which
were awarded at the San Sebastian Film Festival. She
s a member of Hot Docs, BFI and the B.F.S. - European
Film Academy and the British Council.
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She has also produced the four-part BBC television
series, Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer: The Legend
Comes to Life, which depicted the story of the famous

Christmas song, as well as the four-part US series,
Grendizer: The Living Legend. Grendizer was

nominated for the Canadian Gemini Award for Best
Children's or Youth, Animated Program, and Rudolph
earned a CEC Award for Best Short Animation Series.

Grendizer: The Living Legend was also selected for the
2009 Worldfest Kids Showcase. Judy was a visiting

professor at the University of Toronto's Centre for the
Study of Children's Literature and the Ontario Media
Centre for their Screenwriting Master Program. Her

short film, The Story of Little Gandhi, was nominated
for the grand prize at the Milford International

Children's Film Festival. Judy wrote the screenplay for
the first film in the award-winning CBC educational

film series, Wendy's World, produced and directed by
Wendy Neuss. The film, which was created in

collaboration with children's authors, won five ACE
awards, and was a finalist at the Canadian Film

Centre's First Peoples Prize. Judy has also written two
instructional books on the topic of screenwriting for
children. Her plays have been presented at many

professional theatres and screenwriting workshops for
Children and Youth throughout Canada. Her plays
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have won 'Best of Fringe' festival awards at the
Ottawa Fringe Theatre Festival, the Guelph Fringe
Festival, and the Boston Short Play Festival. Judy
writes and teaches scripts for the Canada Council

writing conference, Canadian Screenwriting.
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